Abstract. Local and more and more global musical structure is analyzed from audio time series by time-series-event analysis with the aim of automatic sheet music production and comparison of singers. Note events are determined and classified based on local spectra, and rules of bar events are identified based on accentuation events related to local energy. In order to compare the performances of different singers global summary measures are defined characterizing the overall performance.
Introduction
Music has obviously a global structure. At least classical music is played from scores. Music has, however, also local structures, the most local structure being a period of time with a certain frequency, the most local structure relevant for scores is a note. Obvious more global structures are measures, indicated by bars, and musical motifs, phrases, etc. Such a hierarchy of more and more global structure might be revealed by means of automatic analysis of music time series. Such analysis is demonstrated by means of transcription of vocal time series into sheet music. With the performance of songs, however, more global structure can be identified. Apart from pitch correctness especially timbre gives a basis for comparison of different singers. For such comparison global characteristics of performances are derived.
The basic data was generated by an experiment where 17 singers, amateurs as well as professionals, all voice types, sung the classical song "Tochter Zion" (G.F. Händel), the piano accompaniment played back via headphones (Weihs et al., 2001) . The transcription of these performances to sheet music was carried out by the analysis of the corresponding time series followed by classification using minimal background information about the piece of music and the singer in order to be able to automatically transcribe unknown music as well (Weihs and Ligges, 2003a) .
The analysis is embedded in a more general concept of combination of time series and event analysis (cp. Figure 1 ; Morik, 2000) . Events are derived from time series, event rules are derived from events, and time series models might be directly derived from time series or from event rules. The adequacy of this general
The financial support of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (SFB 475, "Reduction of complexity in multivariate data structures") is gratefully acknowledged. scheme for the indicated analysis of music time series is discussed. Steps from local to global analysis of music time series concerning automatic production of sheet music are:
1. Pitch estimation in local blocks of the time series. 2. Identification of tone change events and rests on the basis of pitch estimation, after smoothing off vibrato. 3. Classification of notes (note events) corresponding to different tones on the basis of constant tempo (static quantization). 4. Identification of local tempo, re-classification of notes (dynamic quantization). 5. Combination of notes to measures (bar events) by identification of meter via identification of high relative energy. 6. Key identification by comparing the identified notes with notes expected in keys. 7. Identification of rhythm by comparison with rhythm patterns. 8. Combination of notes to motifs by identification of repeated similar series of notes. 9. Combination of bars to phrases (e.g. 2 bars). 10. . . .
For comparison of the performances of different singers characterizations of the performance of the song as a whole are defined, again based on the spectra of local blocks (Weihs and Ligges, 2003b) .
Section 2 introduces the data the example analysis is based upon. Section 3 introduces blocking, the basic data preparation for finding local structure in music time series. Section 4 discusses automatic transcription into sheet music, and section 5 global comparison of singers. Section 6 gives a conclusion.
Data
The sheet music of "Tochter Zion" (G.F. Händel) can be found in Figure 2 . Note the "ABA" structure of the song. This song was sung by 17 singers and recorded in CD-quality (44100 Hz, 16 bit), but down sampled to 11025 Hz before use. Depending on the task, the corresponding time series, so-called wave, was transformed to spectra, e.g. for pitch estimation, and to energy, e.g. for tempo or meter analysis, both locally in blocks of 512 observations (see next section). For global comparisons of performances spectral characterizations of whole performances are derived from local spectra of 2048 observations. Typical waves and corresponding periodograms, here for the syllable "Zi" (c with 523.25 Hz), of an amateur and a professional singer look as in Figure 3 , and Figure 4 .
Energy is generated from the wave observations w i by means of the formula:
with block size n = 512. Local energy is analyzed for the accompaniment (see Figure 5 ).
Local Analysis and Local Structure
Let us continue with some general arguments about local structure corresponding to local events in time series. In order to be able to identify such events, one has to analyze the time series in a granularity that allows for identification of relevant events. Thus, the first task in the analysis is the identification of the size of blocks of observations in the time series to be analyzed. On the one hand, the smaller the blocks, the more exact the time period of an event can be identified.
On the other hand, the smaller the number of observations in such a block, the more uncertain is the information on the event in the block. Moreover, it should be clear that event information has to be somewhat redundant to be able to be sufficiently certain about an event. For time series event analysis this can be interpreted as the requirement for 'enough' blocks 'supporting' the event. Obviously, however, more blocks will lead to smaller blocks and to more uncertain information. Overall, block size is a very important topic to be decided upon in the beginning of time-series-event analysis. In our application, the most basic events are related to notes, which, again, are related to frequencies of signals. Frequencies are best derived from spectral densities. Spectral densities, however, are only observed at Fourier frequencies. The distance of Fourier frequencies is determined by the analyzed block size. E.g., in the case of a sampling rate of 11025 observations per second and a block size of 512 observations, the distance of Fourier frequencies is 11025/512 = 21.5 Hz. If frequency estimates would be restricted to Fourier frequencies, then this distance would determine the precision of estimates. This would lead to unacceptably large time series blocks. If neighboring Fourier frequencies are too distant especially for identifying low tones, e.g. of a bass singer, it appears to be necessary to estimate the frequency of the realized tone between the observed frequencies. Our idea is to estimate the maximum of a quadratic model fitted to the Fourier frequency with maximum mass and its left and right neighbor. This leads to pitch estimated by interpolated peaking Fourier frequencies:
where h = peaking Fourier frequency, s = peaking neighbor, dh, and ds are the corresponding density values. The quality of this method is tested with Midi tones corresponding to the tones sung by human voices. This resulted in a very acceptable maximum error lower than 2 Hz. Moreover, we use half overlapping blocks in our analysis. This leads to 12 blocks corresponding to an eighth for our application if constant tempo is assumed. This was assumed to be enough information for note identification for eighths which are the shortest note appearing in the analyzed song. Based on these arguments, a block size of 512 observations is used in the further analysis.
Transcription
Transcription of waves to sheet music can be divided into at least 5 steps:
-Separation of a single voice from other sound, -segmentation of the sound of the selected voice into segments corresponding to notes, silence or noise, -quantization, i.e. the derivation of relative lengths of notes, -meter detection in order to separate notes by bars, -key determination and -final transcription into sheet music.
In our project, separation was already carried out by recording, i.e. the singing voice and the piano accompaniment were separated to different channels. Hyvärinen et al. (2001) propose ICA for polyphonic sound separation. See von Ameln (2001) for a music example. Segmentation was carried out by pitch estimation followed by classification to a corresponding note.
In our project, segmentation into notes is based on the pitch estimation described in the previous section. The segmentation procedure is described in detail in the next subsection. For alternatives in the literature cp., e.g., Cano et al. (1999) describing a Hidden Markov Model, and Dixon (1996) proposing a method using direct pitch estimation.
In quantization the relative lengths of notes (eighth notes, quarter notes, etc.) are derived from estimated absolute lengths. For this, global or local tempo is derived from accompaniment. In our project the sound is separated into eighths first, since we can assume that an eighth is the shortest note. For an alternative see Cemgil et al. (2000) .
Meter identification is carried out by comparing the pattern of accentuation, i.e. the peaking energy distances, to standards corresponding to 4/4 and 3/4 (only, at the moment). Compare also Klapuri (2003) . Key detection is postponed to the future, and final transcription into music notation is carried out by an Interface (Preusser et al., 2002) from R (R Development Core Team, 2004) to LilyPond (Nienhuys et al., 2002) . This final step also comprises the combination of eighths of equal pitch to longer notes.
Segmentation Procedure
The task of segmentation is to identify so-called note events from the music time series corresponding to one voice. The procedure can be divided into the following steps:
-Passing through the vocal time series by sections of given size n (n = 512 appeared to be appropriate for a wave file sampled with 11kHz). -Pitch estimation for each section by estimation of the spectral density by means of a periodogram, and the interpolation described above of frequencies of highest periodogram peaks. -Note classification using estimated fundamental frequencies and the corresponding overtones, given the frequency of diapason a , which might have been estimated. -Smoothing of classified notes because of vibrato. In our project a doubled running median with window width 9 is used. For an alternative vibrato analysis see, e.g., Rossignol et al. (1999) . -Segmentation, iff a change in the smoothed list of notes occurs.
Transcription by Example
Transcription is now demonstrated by means of an example: the last part A of the ABA scheme of "Tochter Zion" sung by a professional soprano singer. The pitch of each 512-section of the vocal time series is estimated on the basis of the estimated frequency of diapason a of accompaniment equal to 443.5 Hz, and each corresponding note is classified. In Table 1 the raw classified sections of the first measure are given, where 0 corresponds to diapason a , other integers represent the distance of halftones from a , and silence and quiet noise is represented by NA. The singer has an intensive vibrato: classification switches rapidly between 2 (b ), 3 (c ), and 4 (c# ) in the first 2 rows (changes marked by *). Smoothing does not smooth off the intensive vibrato completely (see Table 2 ), the second half of the note is classified one halftone flat. And moreover, the first sections are classified as c instead of c since only the first overtone is appearing in the spectrum (see Figure 6 ). bars are just showed for orientation. The progression of corresponding energy is shown as well, low energy reflecting breathing, silence, and strong consonants. Such parts will not be counted as errors in the following. For meter assessment accentuation events are derived from accompaniment. By smoothing constant energy in quarters is produced (cp. Figure 8) , assuming global tempo (see below). Then, an accentuation event is defined as follows:
i.e. if energy is high peaking, and D i−1 := A i − A i−1 indicate the length of differences between accentuation events in units of quarters. This can be used to establish rules for the different meters, e.g.
In the next step to sheet music, static quantization is carried out, assuming unit = eighth, and no.(eighths) are known. Global tempo is then characterized by length(eighth) = length(series)/no.(eighths). Note events are now related to eighths, and re-classified as the statistical mode of the 12 classified sections of each eighth note in Table 2 . Note that each row of Table 2 corresponds to the 24 blocks of one quarter, i.e. two succeeding eighths. Since 4/4 meter was identified, bar events are placed after each 8 eighths, assuming to be known that singing starts in the first measure with the first eighth. The result of this static quantization together with bar placement is shown in the Figure 9 which can Note that in our example there are 64 eighth notes in 8 bars to be classified. Obviously, there are 9 erroneously classified eighth notes, and 2 eighth rests, thus the error rate is 9/62 = 15%. The transcriptions of the other singers' performances gave error rates from 4% to 26%. To assess our outcomes, one should, on the one hand, recognize that we used some a-priori information like knowledge about the shortest note length (eighth note, important for smoothers), the overall number of eighths (for global tempo), and the begin of first sung eighth in the first bar (for bar setting). On the other hand, one should note that the error rate is the sum of various kinds of errors:
-errors of the transcription algorithm, but also -errors of the singer's performances, -esp. errors from inaccurate timings of singer, -errors from static quantization: local tempo of accompaniment was ignored.
This might lead to an analysis of local tempo of the singer or of the accompaniment. At least in our experiment, however, local tempo of singers was very irregular, and local tempo of accompaniment was only followed very roughly by the singer so that utilizing of local tempo did not improve quantization. In the future we will try to overcome the need of a-priori information, and moreover, we will try to improve our transcription by modelling of vibrato aiming at an improvement of the note classification.
Global analysis: Comparison of Singers
Up to now we have analyzed pitch related information in the audio time series locally and more and more globally. This way, we were aiming at automatic transcription into scores. What we have nearly totally ignored until now is the fact that different singers produce different performances of the song. In order to compare such performances it is necessary to define global summary measures characterizing the overall performance. One possible such measure is the size of pitch errors compared to the given score to be reproduced. A possible ratio scale is 'parts of half tone' pht. After assessment of pitch correctness by pht we con- centrate on the information in the spectrum residual to pitch information. This is realized by elimination of pitch from the spectrum. The Fourier Frequencies are linearly rescaled, so that the frequency corresponding to the fundamental is mapped to 1, the frequencies corresponding to the first overtones are mapped to 2, 3, etc. Overlaying and averaging the spectra of different blocks lead to, what we call, the pitch independent spectrum (cp. Figure 11 ). This time we used half overlaying blocks of n = 2048 observations as a basis for periodograms. In pitch independent spectra the size and the shape of the first 13 partials, i.e. the fundamental frequency (FF) and the first 12 overtones (OT1, ..., OT12), are used as characterizations of the residual information in the spectrum after pitch elimination, which is said to be related to the individual timbre of the performance. In order to measure the size of the peaks in the spectrum, the mass (weight) of the peaks of the partials are determined as the sum of the percentage shares of those parts of the corresponding peak in the spectrum which are higher than a pre-specified threshold. The shape of a peak cannot easily be described. Therefore, we only use one simple characteristic of the shape, namely the width of the peak of the partials. The width of a peak is measured by the half tone distance between the smallest and the biggest frequency of the peak with a spectral height above a pre-specified threshold. Mass is measured as a percentage (%), whereas width is measured in parts of halftones (pht). For details on the computation of the measures see Güttner (2001) . Based on music theory as a last voice characteristic formant intensity is chosen. This gives the part of mass lying in what one calls the singer's formant lying between 2000 and 3500 Hz individual for the voice types (Soprano, Alto, Tenor, Bass) . A large singer's formant characterizes the ability to dominate an orchestra. Overall, every singer is characterized by the above 28 characteristics as a basis for comparison. Figure 12 illustrates the voice print corresponding to the whole song "Tochter Zion" for a particular singer. For masses and widths boxplots are indicating variation over the involved tones.
As an example for comparison let us consider the masses of professional and amateur bass and soprano singers. Figure 13 illustrates that professional singers (Becker and Hasse) have less mass at the fundamental frequency and more mass on higher overtones. The latter is especially true the professional bass singer who has particularly large mass at the singer's formant (cp. Figure 14) . For sopranos the singer's formant does not appear to be that pronounced in general. Bass.Becker 
Conclusion
Our analysis was embedded in a more general concept of combination of time series and event analysis (cp. Morik, 2000) . We derived three different kinds of events, for other events event rules have to be derived: -Note events are derived by pitch analysis of time series.
-Accentuation events are derived by energy analysis of time series. -For bar events an event rule was derived by comparison of accentuation events with meter related accentuation patterns. -Rhythm rules have to be derived by comparison of note lengths with rhythm patterns. -Higher structuring rules for identification of motifs, and phrases of music pieces have to be derived from prescribed event rule types.
Note that we did not derive time series models corresponding to event rules to complete the time-series-event analysis. Concerning local and global analysis we investigated the local and somewhat more global structure of a piece of music:
-Very local pitch and energy estimation was the basis for identification of more global note events. -Note events were basic for transcription: Identification was based on smoothing of local preliminary notes. -Local energy estimation of quarters was the basis for accentuation events and meter identification.
-Bar events structure note events: Identification was based on accentuation events.
More global analyses would be key analysis, rhythm analysis, and motif and phrase analysis of music pieces. This was postponed to future research. For the global comparison of different singers voice prints were developed. In particular, this lead to the identification of pitch independent spectral differences of basses and sopranos and of professionals and amateurs.
